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Abstract: Based on the whole life cycle process of the economic exploitation of natural gas hydrate,
this paper proposes the basic problem of stabilizing the wellbore for the basic conditions that must
be met to ensure the integrity of the wellbore for exploitation: revealing the complex mechanism
of fluid–solid–heat coupling in the process of the physical exchange of equilibrium among gas,
water, and multiphase sand flows in the wellbore, hydrate reservoir, and wellbore, defining the
interface conditions to ensure wellbore stability during the entire life cycle of hydrate production and
proposing a scientific evaluation system of interface parameters for wellbore integrity.
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1. Introduction

In 2020, the Chinese government proposed to achieve the goal of “carbon peak”
by 2030 and “carbon neutrality” by 2060. Currently, China is still in the stage of rapid
development of production and construction, with carbon dioxide emissions exceeding
11.9 billion tons in 2021. Among them, the carbon emission of the energy industry accounts
for more than 73%. To achieve the carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals, the energy
industry needs to accelerate its entry into a low-carbon transition period. China is limited
by the fossil-based energy system and the current state of energy resources. Building
an energy system with renewable energy and new energy as the main body effectively
achieves the “dual carbon” goal. However, due to its shortcomings, it is difficult for new
energy to replace the main position of fossil energy in the short term. To ensure national
energy security and stable economic development, increasing the proportion of low-carbon
fossil energy natural gas in fossil energy consumption is a reliable way for China to
achieve carbon peaking and carbon neutrality safely, stably, and effectively [1,2]. With the
increasing depletion of conventional natural gas resources available on land, developing
unconventional natural gas resources, especially deep-sea marine energy resources, is
significant for developing marine undertakings and maintaining national security rights
and interests. Deep-sea shallow strata contain abundant natural gas hydrate resources.
Natural gas hydrate is mainly a solid substance with a cage-like crystal structure formed
by methane and water molecules. The formation conditions of its low temperature and
high pressure also determine that it generally only exists in the permafrost on land or deep
seabed strata. Hydrates have the characteristics of high energy density, wide distribution,
and large reserves, and are a kind of clean energy with excellent development prospects [3].
The current global distribution of natural gas hydrates is shown in Figure 1.

Gas hydrate is the most widely distributed (more than 50%) form of organic carbon
worldwide. It is estimated that the global carbon storage in the natural gas hydrate
is 18,000 GT and the volume converted into methane gas is three trillion cubic meters,
equivalent to more than twice the total carbon content of conventional fossil fuels proven
in the world [4]. Natural gas hydrate is not only clean energy in the future but also
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acts as a form of carbon sequestration to effectively suppress environmental problems
such as climate warming. Therefore, the research on the exploration and development
of natural gas hydrate is not only an effective way to solve the energy shortage but also
exploration to establish an economical, efficient, and environmentally friendly society.
Since the early 1980s, the major resource countries, including China, have included the
development and utilization of natural gas hydrates in their national development plans
and have successively invested in resource surveys and research on mining technologies [5].
Since the Soviet Union developed the hydrate resources in the Maisoyaha oil and gas
field in 1969, Canada, the United States, Japan, and other countries have also successively
carried out hydrate test production experiments. In 2012, the United States conducted a
hydrate test mining experiment on the northern slope of Alaska using the CO2 replacement
method. In 2013 and 2017, Japan successfully realized the test mining of submarine
hydrates in the Nankai Trough twice. As early as 1999, China launched a particular project
for the investigation and research of hydrate resources. In 2017, completing the first trial
production of natural gas hydrate in the Shenhu area of the South China Sea marked a
significant achievement in China’s deep-sea entry, exploration, and development. In 2020,
based on the first trial production, the second trial production of natural gas hydrate was
completed in the Shenhu waters of the South China Sea, accumulating valuable experience
for the commercial production of hydrate (see Figure 2) [6].
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Figure 2. Trial production of natural gas hydrate in China. (a) The first round of natural gas hydrate
trial production in 2017; (b) The second round of natural gas hydrate trial production in 2020.

Sand plugging and subsidence collapse are bottleneck problems restricting hydrate
production (see Figure 3). Although the test mining process of hydrate is constantly
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breaking through, and the results are very gratifying, the sustainable mining of hydrate
is still a global problem, and there is still a certain distance from commercial mining. The
main reason is that the integrity of the wellbore cannot be effectively guaranteed in the
process of hydrate extraction. Sand plugging, subsidence, and collapse significantly damage
the integrity of the wellbore, resulting in fatigue in the later stage of hydrate extraction
and even production stoppage. Whether it is traditional depressurization, heat injection,
chemical inhibitor injection, or relatively cutting-edge CO2 replacement, the essence is
to destroy the phase equilibrium state of the hydrate, promote the phase transition and
decomposition of the natural gas hydrate, and then produce natural gas [8–13]. As the
hydrate decomposes, its volume rapidly expands hundreds of times, reducing the effective
stress of the formation. At the same time, the phase transition process decomposes the
hydrates originally belonging to the solid skeleton into gas and liquid, which weakens the
cementation of formation particles and reduces the bearing capacity. All these factors make
the hydrate-bearing soil subside significantly, seriously damaging the formation’s stability
and bringing considerable risks to the drilling and production process. In addition, natural
gas hydrate mining produces sand easily, resulting in wellbore silting [14]. The two-test
production of natural gas hydrate in Japan encountered serious sand production problems,
which led to the suspension of the test production. In the process of trial production of
natural gas hydrate in the Shenhu area of the South China Sea, the innovative combination
of bypass pipe technology and pre-packed screen technology has effectively solved the
problem of sand production in the trial production stage, but the short production time
still needs further inspection. Other international production tests were forced to suspend,
due to the problem of sand production and the failure of long-term stable production.
Therefore, to ensure the safe and efficient commercial exploitation of natural gas hydrate, it
is necessary to ensure the integrity of the wellbore during the exploitation process, and the
problems of sand blocking and subsidence must be effectively dealt with.
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Copyright 2019, Elsevier].

In the wellbore integrity analysis of gas hydrate production, the wellbore and sur-
rounding soil are unified as a whole. While the interface between the wellbore and the soil
is generally low in cementation strength, the deformation capacity of the wellbore and the
soil is significantly different, which leads to stress concentration or even discontinuous
shear deformation at the interface between the two. Therefore, the interface is one of the
most critical parts to control wellbore integrity and safety. For gas hydrate extraction, sand
production and hydrate decomposition occur on the soil side of the interface, accompanied
by complex multi-process coupling, which makes the mechanical behavior of the interface
more complicated. However, in the existing wellbore integrity analysis, these characteristics
of the interface are not considered, which makes the accuracy of the analysis results and the
reliability of the wellbore integrity assessment questionable. To solve these problems, it is
necessary to establish the integrated wellbore integrity analysis theory of the deep-sea soil
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and mining wells collaborative working system and to analyze all of the deep-sea soil–gas
hydrate mining wells in a unified manner.

In the process of integrated wellbore integrity analysis of deep-sea soil and mining well
collaborative working system, three issues need to be specifically studied: the mechanical
behavior of hydrated soil, the interface characteristics between hydrated soil and mining
well, and the hydrate-containing soil–mining well structure interaction. This paper will re-
search on the last two issues including the interface characteristics and structure interaction.

In the process of natural gas hydrate production, the phase transition decomposition
and sand production of hydrate will weaken the interface, leading to the failure of wellbore
integrity. This interaction is different from the conventional interface. The interaction
between the hydrate-containing soil and the production well interface is a multi-process
coupling, which includes not only the changes in the temperature field and seepage field of
the reservoir caused by the hydrate decomposition process but also the soil deformation
and softening, reservoir sand production, multiphase flow process in the wellbore, etc.
Therefore, it is necessary to reveal the influence of hydrate decomposition on the mechanical
interface behavior, to study the interface weakening mechanism and mathematical descrip-
tion under phase transition conditions, to establish a soil–structure interaction model with
phase transition conditions, to develop multi-scale and refined simulation technology for
soil–mining well interface considering multi-process coupling and macro and meso-fabric
evolution laws and to prove failure mode of natural gas hydrate production under distur-
bance. The above points are helpful to the establishment of a theoretical system of wellbore
integrity evaluation in the process of hydrate production.

2. Soil–Structure Interface Properties

Due to the apparent difference in deformation capacity between soil and wellbore,
stress concentration or even large discontinuous shear deformation occurs at the interface
between deep-sea soil and gas hydrate production well, which is often a soft surface in the
cooperative working system of soil and wellbore. The interaction analysis between soil
and structure is essential in studying structural damage. Although the overall analysis of
soil and structure can simulate structural damage more accurately, engineering analysis
is faced with the following issues: (1) the contact geometry between soil and structure is
complex; (2) the mechanical properties of contact between soil and structure are complex;
and (3) the scale span between soil and structure is large, and it is difficult to divide the
computational grid finely. Therefore, studying the mechanical behavior and the weakening
law of the interface between soil and structure is crucial to wellbore integrity. Many scholars
have systematically researched the interface between soil and structure, including testing
technology, mechanical response and deformation mechanism, and constitutive model.

(1) testing technology

The mechanical properties of the interface between soil and structure refer to the
mechanical response law of the interface under the action of monotonic and cyclic shear,
mainly including tangential deformation, normal deformation, and strength characteristics.
The static and dynamic characteristics of the soil–structure interface are a crucial part of the
soil–structure interaction analysis because the deformation and strength characteristics of
the soil and the structure on both sides of the interface are very different. Stress concentra-
tion and discontinuous deformation occur, which are the weak points of the soil–structure
interaction system [16]. Experiments and observations are the basic ways to understand
and reveal the mechanical properties, laws and mechanisms of interfaces, are the important
means of parameter determination in theoretical models and numerical calculations, and
are the only standard to test and verify models and calculation results [17]. Therefore,
developing test equipment and related technologies that can simulate the mechanical prop-
erties of soil and structure interfaces has received widespread attention. Many scholars
have developed and improved the instruments and methods of soil and interface tests and
conducted systematic experimental research on mechanical interface properties [18–21].
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For the conventional interface shear test, the direct shear tester is the leading piece
of equipment for the interface test, some modified from other testing machines and some
specially developed to study the mechanical properties of the interface. Desai [22] et al.
developed a multi-degree-of-freedom cyclic shearing instrument; Evgin and Fakharian [23]
developed a cyclic three-dimensional interface shearing instrument, which can perform
two types of tests, direct shearing and single shearing, and can perform shearing on a
plane; Gao Jun he [24] and others developed a large-scale single-shear instrument that can
perform interface tests. Wangjia Quan et al. have developed a large-scale visual direct
shear test instrument suitable for various working conditions, which realizes the front
view of direct shear test and automatic collection of test data and can carry out direct
shearing of different geosynthetic materials and soil tests [25]. However, most of these test
facilities are not adequate considering the characteristics of the interface itself, leading to
the inaccuracy of the test: the actual application of normal stress is the soil body rather
than the interface itself, which makes it difficult to control the normal boundary conditions
of the interface and the error of measuring the normal stress. It is limited to observing its
shear characteristics and ignoring the normal deformation and the coupling characteristics
of the normal stress–strain relationship and the tangential stress–strain relationship. Zhang
Ga and Zhang Jianmin [26] considered the above characteristics and developed a large-
scale soil–structure interface cyclic loading shear instrument, which can better simulate
and reproduce the physical and mechanical properties and evolution law of the coarse-
grained soil–structure interface under monotonic and cyclic loading. Xu Hanqiang et al.
developed a large-scale direct shear device considering the temperature effect by adding
a constant temperature heating system to the direct shear device, which can be used to
study the interaction between different pile materials and soil under the coupling action of
temperature and external load [27]. Abdel Salam et al. corrected the equipment and test
procedure for the traditional borehole shear test to directly measure the t–z curve of the soil–
pile interface of the vertically loaded pile [28]. Jakob Vogelsang et al. designed large-scale
test rigs for soil–structure interaction experiments that can measure the distribution of shear
and normal stress and well displacement, use digital image correlation (DIC) to assess soil
deformation, verify soil contact formulations and the constitutive equation [29]. Hisham T.
Eid measured peak and residual interfacial shear strength of normally consolidated soils
by using a torsional ring shear instrument adapted for soil and interface testing under
undrained conditions [30]. Yue Liang et al. developed a method to study the mechanical
properties of the steel–soil interface under reciprocating shear conditions and can perform
large-scale direct shear experiments under constant stress boundary and constant stiffness
boundary conditions, respectively [31].

In order to meet the needs of practical engineering and research, many scholars have
further improved the test equipment, which can not only apply constant stress, constant
displacement, and constant stiffness conditions in the normal direction but also control the
stress and displacement in the tangential direction. At the same time, given the diversity
of soil materials and structural panels in practical engineering, the research objects of
the interface have been extended from the interface of clay, sand, coarse-grained soil and
steel plate, concrete plate, etc., to the interface between special soil and structure [32,33];
at the same time, a series of studies have been carried out on the effects of soil density,
water content, and the type and roughness of structural panels on the mechanical interface
response [34–36]. While transforming and developing the direct shear test equipment, the
corresponding measurement techniques and means have also been improved and updated
to observe more mesoscopic phenomena [37].

In the current interfacial shear test research, the microstructure of the soil samples
involved is relatively stable. The phase transition and decomposition of hydrates will cause
skeleton decomposition and, at the same time, cause changes in temperature and pore
pressure, which significantly impact the interface’s mechanical properties. The existing
interface shear test equipment generally cannot control and monitor the test sample’s
temperature and pressure field. To study the mechanical properties of the interface between
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the hydrate-containing soil and the wellbore, it is necessary to develop an interface shearing
device that can precisely control the temperature and pressure to realize the hydrate
phase transition.

(2) Mechanical Response and Deformation Mechanism

Regarding the mechanical properties of the soil–structure interface, Clough and Dun-
can first proposed a hyperbolic relationship between the average shear stress and the
relative tangential displacement at the interface between sand and concrete based on
experimental results, which was later widely used [38]. Brandt [39] believed that the fail-
ure of the interface follows the rigid–plastic shear failure mode. Desai [40] analyzed the
relationship between the interface tangential stress and displacement during the loading–
unloading–reloading process through the Ottawa sand–concrete slab interface cyclic direct
shear experiment. It is found that when the tangential stress reaches its peak value and
undergoes a certain cyclic shearing, the relationship between tangential stress and displace-
ment may become a closed curve; the tangential stiffness of the interface increases with
the increase in the normal stress, and the number of cycles, and the tangential stress of the
interface increases. It is a function of tangential displacement and is affected by normal
stress, cycle times, and soil density. Zeghal and Edil [41] pointed out that the interface
tangential stress–strain relationship is significantly affected by particle breakage.

The ultimate shear resistance of the interface during the shearing process is the earliest
interface mechanical property studied. In the past, scholars mainly focused their research
on its influencing factors, such as structural panel roughness, soil moisture content, normal
stress, shear rate, cycle times, etc. For different types of interfaces, the main influencing
factors are also different. Potyond [20] conducted a relatively systematic direct shear
experimental study on the interface of sand, clay, and their mixtures with steel plates,
concrete plates, and wood boards and revealed that the strength of the interface between
clay and structure could be described by the Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion, including
that cohesion and normal stress are related to the two parts. It is found that soil moisture
content, panel roughness, soil composition, and normal stress have a significant influence
on the interface surface friction. Tsubakihara and Kishida [42] found that there is a critical
roughness through the interface experiment of normally consolidated Kawasaki clay and
steel plate, and based on this, the interface is divided into three failure modes: relative
slip, failure in soil, and joint action of the two modes. When the roughness of the steel
plate is greater than the critical roughness, the interface strength is similar to the strength
of the clay itself, and the interface failure occurs in the clay; when the roughness of the
steel plate is less than the critical roughness, the interface strength is lower than that of
the clay. Tsubakihara and Kishida also found that the loading rate has a more significant
effect on the peak interface strength but less on the residual strength; the interface strength
expressed in the form of effective stress has nothing to do with consolidation pressure and
drainage conditions. Zhang Ga [43] believed that the shear strength of the interface between
coarse-grained soil and the structure under cyclic loading is basically the same as that under
monotonic shearing, independent of the shearing direction, and related to soil properties,
normal stress, panel roughness, etc., based on a more systematic two-dimensional interface
experiment. Hou Wenjun [44] conducted three-dimensional direct shear experiments on
the interface between coarse-grained soil and the structure and showed that the interface
shear strength is not significantly affected by the shear path and has a linear relationship
with the normal stress, which the Mohr–Coulomb criterion can describe.

The study of mechanical interface properties should comprehensively consider its
tangential and normal mechanical responses and the coupling effect of the two directions.
Peterson et al. [45] observed apparent shear dilatation in the shear experiment at the inter-
face between dense sand and concrete and steel plate. In the interface experiment formed
by sands with different densities, Boulon [46] found that this kind of interface is in the
shearing process, large volume deformations occur, and the deformations are concentrated
in thin soil layers near the structural panels. Hryciw and Irsyam [47] also observed a similar
phenomenon and called this part of the area a shear band; at the same time, they found
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that the shear band phenomenon at the interface between dense sand and rough steel plate
is pronounced, but there is no obvious shear band at the smooth interface. Hu Liming [40]
believed that the thickness of the shear band was about five~six times the average particle
size through the photomicroscopic measurement technique. The research of Fakharian [48]
shows that the tangential stress–strain relationship of the interface is affected by its volume
change; for the smooth structural panel, the interface exhibits shrinkage; for the rough one,
the interface shrinks first, and then developed obviously dilation Gómez [49] found that the
volume changes are not significant once the interface reaches the residual strength. Zhang
Ga and Zhang Jianmin [50] pointed out based on the interface cyclic shearing experiment
that under the condition of two-dimensional cyclic shearing, the volume change of the
coarse-grained soil and the structure interface can be decomposed into two components:
reversible and irreversible, and the two follow different laws. The reversible shear volume
change can be further decomposed into isotropic and anisotropic components, and the
irreversible shear volume change can be used as a measure of the interface state evolution.
Wenjun Hou [44], based on the three-dimensional experiment of the interface between
coarse-grained soil and structure, believed that the development law of the irreversible
shear volume deformation of the interface under the linear and rotational shear paths
is similar, which is mainly related to the shear length of the interface and has little rela-
tionship with the shear path; the reversible shear volume change rate is closely related
to the stress ratio. Tianliang Wang et al. conducted an experimental study on the shear
stress response, shear strength, and shear strength interface of the soil–structure interface
under freezing conditions using an improved roughness algorithm and obtained the shear
stress–displacement characteristics of the soil–structure interface, strain hardening at room
temperature and strain softening at negative temperatures [51]. Miad Saberie et al. dis-
cussed the basic influencing factors of soil–structure interaction and introduced a research
method based on the ability to combine fragmentation with improving the elastoplastic
constitutive stimulation of cyclic cumulative shrinkage in particle interface modeling [52].
Considering the difference between the marine soil environment and the land-based soil,
Kong Lingwei et al. [53], Yan Shuwang et al. [54] and Guo Jukun et al. [55] conducted
shear tests on the interface between marine sand and marine soft clay and structures,
respectively. The effects of initial undrained strength, degree of consolidation, and degree
of disturbance on the interfacial shear characteristics were investigated. In addition, in
response to the development strategy for the South China Sea, Yujie Li et al. [56] studied
the effects of cementitious materials and surface roughness on the interfacial shear strength
of the calcareous sand in the South China Sea dominated by coral debris.

At present, the weakening effect of soft marine soil has also been studied at home and
abroad. Andersen [57] conducted a series of dynamic single shear and dynamic triaxial
compression tests and tensile tests using undisturbed soil. The concept of cyclic shear
strength was introduced. Bea [58] analyzed the influence of cyclic load loading rate and
stress reversal on the weakening of soft soil foundations through experiments. Especially
in the field of petroleum, due to the effects of deep-sea internal waves and temperature
differences between the inside and outside, stress concentration and even buckling occur
at the interface between the oil and gas pipeline and the soil, resulting in liquefaction
or softening of the interface, resulting in pipeline instability. Hans Henning Stutz and
Frank Wuttke proposed a low-plastic interface model for fine-grained and coarse-grained
soils with the concept of intergranular strain, considering monotonic and cyclic interface
phenomena for the interface between marine structures and soils [59]. Lin Cui [60] et al.
investigated the stability of the foundation around the estuarine breakwater by means of a
sub-model of the seabed. Oscillation and residual liquefaction phenomena were studied
using poroelastic and poroelastic seafloor models, where loosely deposited soils are more
prone to liquefaction under larger wave action.

Unlike the conventional interface, in natural gas hydrate production, the interface
involves the coupling of multiple processes of phase transition, heat transfer, seepage, and
deformation, resulting in the weakening of the interface. At the same time, the lack of
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solid skeletons caused by mining sand also affects the mechanical behavior of the interface.
However, the existing research on mechanical response and deformation mechanisms
does not fully consider these factors. The research on the interface mechanical response
mechanism under the condition of multi-process coupling with phase transition is the
key to establishing the constitutive model of the interface between deep-sea soil and gas
hydrate production wells.

(3) constitutive model

Over the last two decades, a multitude of models has been used to predict the behavior
of soils under both monotonic and cyclic loading. The interaction between soil and structure
has a significant impact on the interface model. The constitutive model of the interface is
the stress–strain relationship of the interface. The first generation of interface models was
elastic in nature and was followed by hyperbolic models. In the early days, the research on
the interface mainly focused on the tangential stress–strain relationship. Later, the influence
of the normal stress–strain was gradually paid attention to. The tangent, the normal stress–
strain relationship, and the coupling relationship between the two were gradually studied
in depth. At present, the elastic constitutive model for the interface is mainly nonlinear.
Among them, the hyperbolic constitutive model proposed by Clough and Duncan [38]
reveals the nonlinear relationship between the tangential stress and strain of the interface
and is widely used to simulate the mechanical properties of the interface under normal
stress and monotonic shear conditions. The model is simple, intuitive and easy to measure
parameters, but there are still obvious defects. Peterson [45] and others further verified the
applicability of their model and obtained a set of model parameters as a critical data source
for analyzing the interaction between soil and structure. However, this model cannot
reflect the phenomenon of interface softening and does not consider conditions such as
cyclic shearing and tangential stress reversal, nor does it involve the coupling of tangential
and normal deformations. In 1943, Ramberg and Osgood proposed a smooth model to
describe the stress–strain skeleton curve and hysteresis curve of the material, referred to
as the R–O model. In view of these defects, Desai [40] et al., based on the test results,
considered the tangential stress reversal, interface hardening with cyclic cycles, normal
stress, sand relative density, maximum shear displacement, and other influencing factors,
and established a cyclic shear the interface modifies the R–O model under the action. Lu
Tinghao [61] et al. established a simple coupled constitutive model for thin-layer interface
elements considering shear volume deformation. With the deepening of the research on
the interfacial shear properties, the elastic constitutive model cannot fully explain the
interfacial shear properties. Based on the results of mesoscopic analysis, some scholars
believe that the failure of the interface is rigid plasticity or ideal plasticity and establish
related models [37,62,63]. However, the rigid–plastic and ideal elastic–plastic models are
relatively simple constitutive models that cannot consider interface dilatancy, hardening,
or softening properties Luan Maotian and Wu Yajun [64] proposed a nonlinear elastic–ideal
plastic model for the interface between soil and structure and derived and established the
stress–strain relationship and the elastoplastic coefficient matrix of the contact element.
In the formula, r represents the degree to which the stress state reaches plasticity: when
r = 0, it is an elastic state; when r = 1, it is a completely plastic state; when 0 < r < 1, it is a
transition state from elastic to plastic.

[
Dep

]
= [De]− r

[De]{ ∂f
∂σ}{ ∂f

∂σ}
T
[De]

{ ∂f
∂σ}

T
[De]{ ∂f

∂σ}
(1)

X.S.LI and Y. F.DAF ALIAS [65] have written on how the classical stress dilatancy
theory in its exact form ignored the extra energy loss due to the static and kinematic
constraints at particle contacts. It obstructs unified modeling of the behavior of cohesionless
soils over a full range of densities and stress levels, considers shear swellability as a
state-related quantity within the framework of critical-state geomechanics, combining the
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internal state of the material with the basic concepts of critical-state geomechanics to solve
the general expression and basic requirements of shear swell.

Daichao Sheng [66] et al. proposed a complete finite element treatment for unsaturated
soil problems. For the first time, a new formulation of the general constitutive equation
for unsaturated soils was presented. In the incremental stress–strain equation, the suction
or pore water pressure was considered as a strain variable instead of a stress variable.
In the paper by David W. Airey and Javad Ghorbani [67], the developed fully coupled
dynamic finite element analysis and constitutive model for unsaturated soils was used for
parametric studies, showing the ability to run up to 2500 cycles and simulate cyclic loading
and simultaneous consolidation and drainage based on numerical analysis results. Yannis
F. Dafalias [68] et al. established the SANICLAY model as a new simple anisotropic clay
plasticity model, which is based on modifications of earlier models and associated flow
rules, and can accurately simulate the undrained and drainage rate-independent behavior
of normally consolidated sensitive clays and has satisfactory accuracy for overconsolidated
clays. Javad Ghorbani [69] et al. developed a theoretical and numerical framework using a
mortar-type contact algorithm for the elastoplastic interaction of unsaturated granular soils
with rigid cylinders in static and dynamic analysis, and the present constitutive model pro-
vides the ability to simulate the effect of stress-induced anisotropy on the plastic response.

Sun Jizhu and Wang Yong [70] established an elastoplastic incremental constitutive
relation, used tangential plastic work as the hardening parameter, described the interface
friction coefficient as a hyperbolic function of plastic work, and completed the derivation
of the incremental stress–displacement relationship, where i, j = t, n; p, q = t, n. H is the
plastic hardening modulus, and M considers the change of the yield function with the
development of plastic work or particle breakage, and explored the critical effect of particle
breakage on the mechanical interface properties.

F = |σn sin αk + σt cos αk|+ µ(σn cos αk + σt sin αk)
Q = |σn sin αk + σt cos αk|

(2)

dσi = Eij

{
dui −

∂F
∂σp

Epqduq

∂F1
∂σp

Epq
∂Q
∂σq
−H−M

∂G
∂σj

}
(3)

µ = Wp

a+bWp (4)

At the same time, Luo Jia and Yao Yangping [71] proposed four basic stress–strain
curve forms of low-confined, medium-confined, high-confined, and critical-confined in-
terfaces based on extensive consideration of the typical stress–strain relationship of the
interface. The shear dilatation equation is used to describe the coupling relationship be-
tween the interface shear strain and the volume change. The new dilatation equation is
modified on the basis of the original Cambridge model and the de-dilation equation of the
unified hardening model to describe the critical dilatancy characteristics of the interface.

dε
p
n

dε
p
s
= Mf − η (original cambridge model) (5)

dε
p
n

dε
p
s
= Mpt − η (Uni f ied Hardening Dilation Equation) (6)

On this basis, according to |ξ − η| <
∣∣Mpt − η

∣∣, where ξ is the parameter of the contact
surface dilatation function reflecting the contact surface dilatation characteristics. When
ξ = Mf, the proposed dilatation equation reflecting the properties of the contact surface
degenerates into the original Cambridge model. When ξ = Mpt, it degenerates into the
unified hardening dilation equation.

dε
p
n

dε
p
s
= ξ − η

(The dilatation equation re f lecting the dilatancy characteristics o f the contact sur f ace)
(7)
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In the study of mechanical interface properties, many scholars have discovered the
physical state evolution of the interface during the shearing process, and based on this,
the concept of damage has been introduced into the establishment of the constitutive
interface model to better simulate the interface shear mechanical properties. Based on
the proposed concept of damaged state and the disturbed state concept, Desai [72,73]
established an interface damage constitutive model. The incremental constitutive equations
for the interface are given by the authors, which was verified by the results of cyclic
tests at the interface between sand and concrete, where τa and σa

n are observed shear and
normal stresses, respectively; ur and vr are the shear and normal relative displacements,
respectively; Ci is the constitutive matrix for the RI response obtained from the plasticity
theory with F; Cc is the constitutive matrix for the fully adjusted model; and D denotes
increment τR = τc− τi; and σnR = σc

n − σi
n.{

dτa

dσa
n

}
= (1− D)Ci

{
dui

r
dvi

r

}
+ DCc

{
duc

r
dvc

r

}
+ dD

{
τR
σnR

}
(8)

Hu Liming and Pu Jialiu [74] also established a constitutive damage model to describe
the monotonic mechanical properties of the interface between sand and rough structures.
The damage evolution process is the gradual transformation process from the non-damage
state to the critical state. Javad Ghorbani and David W. Airey [69] developed a constitutive
model used to describe the anisotropy of the behavior of multiphase granular soils and
the associated characteristics and established a computational framework for numerical
simulations. The model is formulated based on the concept of effective stress in the
unsaturated state, which ensures a smooth transition between the unsaturated and fully
saturated states and is applicable to the soil state during hydrate reservoir extraction.

F = τi2

Ds
+ ε

p
s
[
τ j − sign

(
τi) · σ tan δ0

]
= 0 (9)

The contact surface in the damage-free state is described by the elastic–plastic constitu-
tive relation. The following formula shows the yield function, where δ0 is the friction angle,
ε

p
s the plastic shear strain, Ds the shear elastic modulus, and the superscript i represents the

non-damaged state.
An ideal plastic model describes the contact surface in the critical state, and its stress–

strain relationship is shown in the following formula, where δ0 is the residual friction angle,
εc

v the volumetric strain in the critical state, εc
v the maximum volumetric strain of the soil, K

is the volumetric strain parameter in the critical state, which is related to the roughness R
and has nothing to do with the normal stress σ; Dr is the initial relative density of the soil;
and σ0 is a constant generally taken as 10 KPa. The superscript c indicates a critical state.{

τε = sign
(
τi) · tan δr · σ

εc
v = ε0

v

[
1− Dr − exp

(
−K σ

σ0

)] (10)

According to the damage state variable evolution law, it is assumed that the damage
evolution process is only related to the plastic shear strain of the contact surface, and the
damage state variable is D = 1− exp

(
−a
∣∣∣εp

s

∣∣∣b). Combined with the basic principles of
damage mechanics, according to the relationship between the stress–strain state variables,
the elastic–plastic damage matrix is deduced. Dsn and Dns can reflect the coupling effect
of the normal and tangential directions of the contact surface. The model includes nine
parameters: strength parameter δ0, contact surface elasticity δr, shear stiffness Ds, elastic
normal stiffness Dn, damage evolution parameters a, b, maximum body strain parameter
of soil ε0

v, and relative density. y Dr and soil critical state volume variable parameter K.

[Dep] =

[
Dss Dsn
Dns Dnn

]
(11)
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Pradhan and Desai [75] established a unified constitutive model considering the soft-
ening, hardening, and liquefaction properties of the interface. Zhang Ga [76–79] et al.
proposed the interface elastic–plastic damage constitutive model based on the state evolu-
tion phenomenon in the shear test of the coarse-grained soil and the structure interface,
taking the normalized form of the irreversible shear volume deformation as the dam-
age factor; the two-dimensional static and dynamic characteristics of the contact surface
between the coarse-grained soil and the structure are uniformly described, and the three-
dimensional mathematical extension is carried out based on the test results. Using the
mapping projection length as the internal variable, the plastic shear deformation modulus,
and the internal variable were established; the change of the mapping point was used to re-
flect the turning point of the stress route. The new concepts of dividing the dilatation strain
into reversible and irreversible dilatation strain and effective shear strain are introduced,
and an incremental mathematical description of the elastic–plastic damage model of the
interface between coarse-grained soil and structure is established.

dγ =
(

1
Ge

+ 1
Hr

)
dτ − 1

Hrd

|τ|
σ dσ

dεv =
1
µ +na+A1

Hr
dτ +

(
C+Ce

σ −
1
µ +na+A1

Hrd

|τ|
σ

)
dσ

(12)

Sun Jizhu and Shi Geliang [80] established the interface plasticity model between
sand and structure by introducing the damage factor into the elastic modulus based on the
boundary interface theory. The model considers the effects of the initial relative density
and normal stress of sand and can reflect the hysteresis and hardening characteristics
of the interface tangential stress–strain under the action of cyclic shearing. By ignoring
the coupling effect of the tangential and normal directions, the incremental stress–strain
relationship on the contact surface is written as the following formula, where σ is the
normal stress; τ is the shear stress; εn is the normal strain; and εs is the shear strain.
Assuming that the damage is only related to the plastic shear strain, the damage parameter
ω = 1− exp

(
−dε

′′
s
)

is introduced, and the relative density of the critical state is fitted to
complete the establishment of the two-dimensional boundary interface damage model.{

dτ
dσ

}
=

[
Gs

Kn

]{
dεs
dεn

}
(13)

The deformation of the contact area includes two deformation mechanisms, continuous
soil deformation and discontinuous dislocation in this area. The current research generally
refers to the contact interface deformation without distinguishing between the two in
the macroscopic view. It is assumed that the contact area strain has no gradient change.
Most of the current constitutive models of the contact interface study the relationship
between the deformation and stress of the contact interface. The currently used nonlinear
elastic model, traditional elastic–plastic model, constitutive damage model, constitutive
perturbation model, and state-dependent elastic–plastic constitutive model are only suitable
for the monotonic loading mode and lack the description of unloading and reloading
processes. Although nonlinear elastic models, ideal elastic–plastic models, and elastic–
plastic constitutive models can reflect the basic characteristics of contact surfaces under
cyclic loading conditions, the current advanced interface constitutive models mainly lack
engineering applications for two-dimensional conditions [81].

In summary, the research results of the constitutive model of the interface between
conventional soil and structure have been abundant, but the research on the static and
dynamic laws of the interface between hydrate-bearing soil and mining well under the
multi-process coupling is still insufficient. A constitutive model considering the evolution of
mechanical interface properties under phase transition conditions has not been established
to accurately describe the problem. At the same time, in order to analyze the influence of
the hydrate extraction process on the physical and mechanical behavior of the sedimentary
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layer, it is necessary to carry out a large number of physical and mechanical characteristics
experiments and establish corresponding models for prediction. The establishment of
constitutive models of hydrate sediments can be divided into three categories: nonlinear
elastic constitutive models, elastic–plastic constitutive models, and constitutive models
established by analogy to the damage theory of frozen soil. Different from other sediments,
the stress–strain relationship and the dilatancy relationship of hydrate sediments are not
only related to the effective stress state, temperature, stress and deformation history, particle
composition, pore morphology, etc. Moreover, it is affected by factors such as hydrate
saturation and hydrate occurrence form.

3. Interaction between Natural Gas Hydrate Production Well and Soil under
Multi-Process Coupling

Wellbore integrity evaluation for natural gas hydrate production requires an accurate
description of the interaction between the production well and the soil under the action of
multi-process coupling. On the soil side, different from other oil and gas reservoirs, natural
gas and water in hydrate reservoirs form hydrates, which form the reservoir skeleton
together with soil mineral particles in the form of solids. Under the phase transition
condition, the hydrate decomposes into gas and liquid and flows under the action of
pressure difference, and the seepage characteristics of the reservoir change greatly due to
the lack of framework. Therefore, the hydrate reservoir is a very special and enhanced
fluid–structure interaction field [82]. Permeability of hydrate-bearing formation is affected
by mineral particle size and gradation, porosity, hydrate saturation, and other factors [83].
The seepage of water and gas will affect the temperature field through thermal convection,
and changes in the temperature field and pressure field will affect the decomposition and
formation of hydrates [84]. Minagawa [85] studied different types of hydrate-containing
sediments and found that their permeability depends on the pore size of fluid channels,
and the presence of hydrates will reduce the absolute permeability of sediments. The
results of core scouring experiments also show that the permeability of hydrate sediments
decreases with the increase in hydrate saturation [86]. The core experiment study of the
Nankai [87] continental slope in Japan shows that the permeability of sediments containing
hydrate is positively correlated with the effective porosity. Delli [88] et al. conducted
permeability test experiments under different saturations and proposed a mixed-weight
model to describe the relationship between the permeability of hydrate-bearing soil layers
and the storage state and saturation of hydrates. The relative permeability is predicted
using the weighted combination of both the grain coating and the pore-filling model,
where kp f

rδ and kgc
rδ are the relative permeabilities obtained from Kozeny grain coating and

pore filling models, α and β the corresponding weighting parameters that are functions of
underlying hydrate saturations.

krδ = α(Sh)k
p f
rδ + β(Sh)k

gc
rδ

(14)

Many scholars have researched the multi-field coupling model of temperature seepage
deformation in hydrate-bearing formations. The earliest models for coupling fluid and
thermal analysis were proposed by Goel [89] and Kurihara [90,91], respectively. However,
they did not consider the effect of hydrate decomposition on soil stress–strain relationship
and dilatancy relationship. To date, only a few coupled models have been used to simulate
the gas hydrate production process [92]. Kimoto et al. [93] first tried to couple geomechan-
ics and fluid heat to analyze the effect of hydrate decomposition on soil deformation and
strength, but the model is extremely complex, with many parameters, and cannot analyze
the strain-softening phenomenon caused by hydrate decomposition. Rutqvist [94] et al.
worked with the TOUGH+HYDRATE program and used FLAC for semi-coupling calcu-
lation, realizing the combination of geotechnical mechanics and hydrate decomposition
simulation. However, it is difficult to accurately simulate the stress release phenomenon
caused by hydrate decomposition using this model, and this semi-coupling only considers
the effects of heat and fluid on the mechanics of hydrate-bearing sediments but does not
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consider the effects of the reverse process. Klar [95] et al. established a four-field multiphase
coupled model of heat transfer seepage deformation-phase transformation to simulate
the mechanical behavior of hydrate-bearing sediments during hydrate production. The
model can reasonably simulate the stress-releasing phenomenon caused by hydrate decom-
position. However, the strain-softening phenomenon is not considered. Kakumoto [96]
developed a set of programs, Cotham, that can couple multiple fields and include the influ-
ence of multiphase gas, which is currently widely used in the basic experimental simulation
research related to AIST gas hydrate, but there are few related papers published. In general,
the current research on hydrated soils only superimposes the theoretically existing multiple
processes (phase change heat transfer, gas–liquid seepage, etc.), and the research on the
interaction between various mechanisms is not sufficient.

In addition to the soil side, the pressure field and temperature field in the wellbore
during production are other boundary conditions for the evaluation and analysis of the
wellbore integrity. The pressure field and temperature field in the wellbore during the
production process are determined by the multiphase flow in the wellbore. In the pro-
cess of hydrate production, the hydrates in the soil are decomposed into gas and water
and, together with the hydrate solid particles enter the wellbore, forming a three-phase
multi-component fluid (three-phase: gas, liquid, solid, multi-component; multi-component:
methane, water, hydrate solid particles, geotechnical particles, etc.) in the wellbore. The
temperature and pressure changes in the wellbore are not only affected by the gas produc-
tion rate of the reservoir but also by the artificial lift method (such as an electric submersible
pump or screw pump). For example, the separation efficiency of an electric submersible
pump gas–liquid separation device is about 70%~80% [97,98]. The separated liquid passes
through the electric submersible pump to cool the motor and then carries the motor to gener-
ate heat. This part of the heat will be transferred to the hydrate-containing low-temperature
formation (the part below the mud line) step by step through the fluid, casing, cement,
and formation interface in the subsequent wellbore flow, resulting in the decomposition of
hydrate at the interface between the formation and the cementing cement, resulting in the
generation of the micro annulus at the interface.

During the exploitation of natural gas hydrate deposits, the temperature of the de-
composed natural gas gradually decreases during the flow of the decomposed natural gas
along the wellbore to the wellhead. At this time, the dissolved water in the natural gas
is separated out, forming a gas–water two-phase flow. Under suitable pressure and tem-
perature conditions, secondary hydrate formation may occur [99] (Figure 4), plugging the
wellbore and causing a series of problems: (1) flow assurance problem; (2) large pressure
difference in the well before and after plugging; (3) hydrate formation releases heat to the
wellbore wall. In the process of depressurization production, since the decomposition of
hydrate is an endothermic reaction, additional energy needs to be added to the formation.
It is a feasible method to use an intermittent injection of hot water to prevent the second
generation of hydrate in the well. These factors all affect the temperature field and pressure
field in the wellbore and thus affect the integrity of the production wellbore. In addition, the
water production of hydrate gas wells is much larger than that of conventional natural gas
wells (up to 100 times) [100], so hydrate gas wells require a larger wellbore and casing size
to ensure economic commercial production. Meanwhile, for larger wellbores, undoubtedly,
higher requirements are put forward for wellbore stability and wellbore integrity during
drilling and production. At present, there are few studies on wellbore integrity in the
process of natural gas hydrate extraction at home and abroad. Li Lingdong [101] et al.
established a finite element model of the effect of drilling fluid temperature on the wellbore
stability of gas hydrate formations. The simulation analysis shows that an increase in the
temperature in the wellbore will lead to the expansion of the hydrate decomposition range,
and at the same time, the formation strength will be reduced, and the mechanical properties
will have deteriorated.
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To sum up, the integrity assessment of natural gas hydrate production wellbore re-
quires an accurate description of the interaction between the production well and the soil
under the action of multi-process coupling. The interaction involves a system (hydrate-
bearing soil–wellbore structure) and two boundary conditions (wellbore side, soil side).
However, in the conventional wellbore integrity analysis, the special mechanical behavior
of the interface between the soil and the wellbore and its weakening effect is not considered,
resulting in problems in predicting the stress field around the wellbore. At the same time,
in the process of gas hydrate extraction, the application of boundary conditions such as
temperature field and pressure field on the wellbore side is determined by the multiphase
flow in the wellbore; the complex multi-processes caused by hydrate decomposition cou-
pling effect also needs to be considered in the evolution of the stress field on the soil side.
The precise description of these factors affects the accuracy of wellbore integrity analysis
for hydrate production and needs to be studied urgently.

4. Wellbore Integrity Assessment

Wellbore integrity is the key bottleneck restricting hydrate production. Wellbore
integrity is the application of technical, operational, and organizational methods to reduce
(and lower) the risk of uncontrolled escape of formation fluids throughout the life of a
well. Natural gas hydrate is very sensitive to temperature and pressure, and changes in
formation pressure and temperature around the wellbore during drilling will inevitably
lead to the decomposition of hydrate in the formation. Hydrate-bearing formations are
unconsolidated, weakly consolidated, or fractured formations. Once the hydrates that
act as cementation or skeleton support are decomposed, the wellbore will collapse. The
substantial subsidence of the formation will cause deformation or even buckling of the
casing, causing relative slippage between the formation and the wellbore, resulting in
a high-conductivity channel for gas and liquid leakage. The gas–water two-phase fluid
generated by the decomposition increases the pore water content, reduces the effective
stress, and weakens the inter-granular connection in the formation, causing the formation
sand to block the wellbore, which will seriously damage the integrity of the wellbore’s
production [102–106].

A key step in wellbore integrity assessment is to quantitatively determine the stress
state around the wellbore at different stages of the oil and gas well life cycle so as to provide
an accurate judgment on how the integrity fails. If the analysis of the stress state around
the wellbore is not accurate, unreasonable or even incorrect solutions will be given. Due to
the complexity of downhole working conditions, it is still difficult to accurately determine
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the stress state around the wellbore. In response to these problems, many scholars have
carried out related research work. Yin Youquan [107] and others superimposed the casing
loads solved by different stress condition formulas, and gave the elastic analytical solution
of casing–surrounding rock combination under the action of non-uniform in situ stress,
and obtained the finite element verification.{

σn = σA
n + σB
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τn = τA
n + τB

n = s3 sin 2θ
(15)
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Wan Xichao et al. [108] used the finite element method to analyze the casing cement
sheath–surrounding rock combination mechanical analysis under the condition of non-
uniform in situ stress and casing eccentricity; Li Jing [109] used the stress and displacement
continuum method, combined with elastic mechanics and thermal stress theory to solve the
theoretical solution of thermal stress of the casing–cement sheath–surrounding rock system.

Chu Wei [110] et al. carried out continuous internal pressure variation elastoplastic
analysis of the casing–cement sheath–surrounding rock combination. A model for the
plane strain problem of a thick-walled cylinder is established, assuming that the casing and
surrounding rocks are elastic bodies and the cement sheath is an ideal elastic–plastic body.
The yield condition satisfies the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. When the internal pressure
exceeds a certain critical value, the cement sheath completely enters the plastic state, and
there is no elastic zone.
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Existing analysis methods for wellbore integrity are generally applicable to onshore
production processes. For deep-sea gas hydrate exploitation, the reservoir is poorly ce-
mented and buried in a shallow depth, which is very different from the wellbore integrity
failure mode of on-road oil and gas exploitation. The study of wellbore integrity in the
production process of natural gas hydrate is an important factor determining whether the
natural gas hydrate can be successfully exploited. Scholars around the world have also
conducted a lot of research in recent years. Manoochehr Salehabadi et al. established a
numerical model for the development of gas hydrate-containing sediments to study the
effect of gas hydrate decomposition on casing integrity due to rising wellbore temperature
during deep-sea drilling [111]. Coupled flow and geomechanics play an important role in
the analysis of producing gas hydrate reservoirs. The tightly coupled sequential approach
proposed by J. Kimetal provides a rigorous two-way coupled model that captures the
interrelationship between geomechanics and flow properties and processes, accurately
describing system behavior that can be applied to hydrate behavior in geological media
large-scale problems [112]. Ali Fereidounpour and Ali Vatanit designed and manufactured
a set of experimental devices to study the behavior of hydrates in contact with drilling
fluids with higher temperatures by studying the thermal stimulation mechanism of nat-
ural gas hydrate production and tested several muds containing different additives to
study the key influencing factors of maintaining the integrity of the wellbore [113]. Kaibin
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Qiu et al. evaluated the wellbore integrity of a methane hydrate production test well in
the South China Sea trough by proposing a new workflow that can be applied to meet the
heterogeneity and near-wellbore geometry of the entire oilfield formation. The results of
the study are consistent with the 2013 Japan production test results. The model has the
function of identifying wellbore integrity [98]. Saeed M. Golmohammadi and Ali Nakhaee
developed a three-dimensional numerical model to simulate the hydrate dissociation be-
havior in porous reservoir media during drilling, using the model to deeply study the
effect of wellbore pressure and temperature on dissociation pressure and temperature,
dissociation front velocity and position, and gas production and the effect of the rate of gas
release into the wellbore [114]. Tsubasa Sasaki et al. aim at the easy interference during the
wellbore construction process in the weak form of natural gas hydrate exploitation, which
leads to the loss of wellbore integrity and the occurrence of sand production, a simulation
method of the wellbore construction process is proposed to evaluate the stress/ the area
and magnitude of strain perturbations and the relative impact of each stage of construction
on formation integrity [115]. Zhiqiang Liu et al. carried out a preliminary study on the ge-
omechanical properties of gas hydrate-bearing sediments and wellbore integrity evaluation
during the production process and established relevant models [15]. Shengyu Jiang et al.
considered that the hydrate wellbore integrity degradation has obvious man–machine and
complex system characteristics and established a layered control and closed-loop model
for gas hydrate production wellbore systems. Wellbore integrity is related to executors’
strategic preference and frequency of maintenance and supervision, as studied through
game theory [116]. Chen Zhaoyang et al. combining the actual data of the second trial
production in China, the simulation of hydrate depressurization production was carried
out, and the gas/water production characteristics of the production well and the change
characteristics of the temperature field, pressure field, and hydrate saturation field in the
production area were analyzed, and then the permeability was analyzed. With the influence
mechanism of rate, inter-well interference on pressure field, temperature field, and flow
field change, the research results can be used for wellbore stability analysis [117]. Chang
Yuanjiang et al. applied the natural gas hydrate wellbore–soil three-dimensional nonlinear
coupling model established by combining fluid–solid coupling theory to a hydrate produc-
tion well in the South China Sea to analyze wellbore stability factors. The subsidence of
the layer and the upward uplift of the underlying stratum cause a large axial compressive
stress in the wellbore in the reservoir section. The wellbore stability is controlled by the
axial stress of the wellbore, and the maximum casing axial stress is located in the middle
of the casing of the reservoir section, where the depressurization is produced [118]. Jiaxin
Sun et al. used a numerical simulation method to study the wellbore stability based on the
first exploratory well in the Shenhu area of the South China Sea. Through this model, it
was concluded that gas hydrate with higher absolute permeability would dissipate more
quickly from surrounding sediments the excess pore pressure, thereby contributing to
wellbore stability [119].

For several hydrate test mining in the world, a great common challenge is the problem
of sand production, which eventually leads to the end of the test mining in a short period,
and the long-term stable mining cannot be realized (see Table 1).

Sand production usually refers to the phenomenon that during the production process
of oil and gas wells, due to excessive production pressure difference and loose reservoir
cementation, formation sand flows into the wellbore, blocking oil and gas passages, and
causing oil and gas wells to stop production. Unlike the sand production problem in
the development of conventional oil and gas reservoirs, there is a phase transition in
the development of hydrate reservoirs, and its sand production and sand control face
greater challenges. The sand production process is shown in Figure 5. Therefore, it is
necessary to deeply analyze the control factors and control mechanisms that affect hydrate
sand production. In general, the critical conditions for sand production of the formation
depending on the reservoir strength parameters. For hydrate reservoirs, the reservoir
parameters, in turn, depend on the hydrate decomposition process. In the process of
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hydrate decomposition, the distribution state of hydrate, the arrangement of framework
particles, and the mechanical parameters of the reservoir all change with time [120].

Table 1. Hydrate mining method and sand control technology.

Project Reservoir Properties Mining Method Whether Sand Controlled and Effects
Messo Yaha, former
Soviet Union (1967)

Depth 700~800 m; thickness
84 m; sandstone Reduce pressure, inject chemicals Perforation completion; poorly unconsolidated

sand production of gas hydrate reservoir

Mackenzie, Canada
(2002, 2007–2008)

Depth 800~1100 m; thickness
110 m; sandstone

2002, heat injection
2007, reduce pressure + heat injection

2008, reduce pressure

Mechanical sand control; sand production
perforation completion; not sand controlled;

ESP damage caused by sand production
mechanical sand control; add sand prevention

meshwork to pump inlet; sand production
Alaska North Slope

(2008, 2012)
Thickness 40~130 m;

saturation 75%; sandstone
Reduce pressure, Carbon dioxide

replacement
Perforated sand screen for sand control; sand

production

Japan’s sea of love
(2013)

Water depth 1000 m; burial
depth 300 m; sandstone Reduce pressure

Open-hole gravel sand screen for sand control;
sand production caused the failure of the ESP

work and was forced to terminate

Japan’s South China
Sea Trough (2017) Thickness 50 m Reduce pressure

Geoform sand control system, the pre-expand
of Geoform sand control system and geoform

sand control system which expands after
going down well (active)

Shenhu, South China
South (2017)

Water depth 1266 m; burial
depth 203~277 m; silty mud

reservoir
Formation fluid extraction the sand control of undiagenetic ultrafine

reservoir; effective sand control

Liwan, South China
Sea (2017)

Water depth 1310 m; buried
depth 117~196 m;

non-diagenetic reservoir
Solid-state fluidized mining

without sand control, the sand was separated
from gas, water and hydrate inside the lifting

pipeline

Shenhu, South China
South (2020)

Water depth 1255 m; burial
depth 203~277 m; silty shale

reservoir
Formation fluid extraction

An innovative combination of bypass pipe
technology and pre-packed screen technology,
a new type of bypass pre-packed screen was

developed; sand control is effective
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of (A) hydrate-bearing sediment (exploitation in the horizontal and
vertical wells) and (B) sand production during hydrate exploitation [This figure was modified with
permission from ref. [121]. Copyright 2021, American Institute of Physics].

Many scholars have conducted research on the sand production process of hydrate
mining. Oyama et al. [122] found that sand production occurred during the depressuriza-
tion process of hydrate instability, and the water flow rate was the main factor affecting
sand production. Jung [123] et al. studied the effect of fine particles on hydrate mining and
found that the migration and plugging of fine silt particles are mainly affected by relative
geometric constraints and clearly pointed out that even with low fine silt content, its impact
on hydration mining cannot be ignored. Based on the data of the first trial mining in Japan
in 2013, Murphy et al. [124] built a hydrate sand production test device, combined with
the critical model of geotechnical mechanics, and mainly considered the sand production
under two critical conditions of loose sand and compact sand. Sand production was found
to be related to the porosity and confining pressure of the sediment. Uchida [125–128] et al.
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established a theoretical model of heat transfer-seepage–deformation sand production in
hydrate formations, revealing that the uneven stress distribution of low-saturation hydrate
reservoirs leads to shear deformation of high-hydrate-saturation reservoirs. Ning [129]
used the TOUGH+HYDRATE model to simulate the depressurization production process
of hydrate. The results show that the increase in bottom hole pressure difference will lead to
the increase in seabed subsidence and the corresponding increase in sand production, but it
does not affect the short-term normal test production. For long-term test production opera-
tions, it is necessary to balance the relationship between productivity, reservoir stability, and
sand production. A large number of scholars have explored the mechanism of hydrate sand
production, the damage to hydrate reservoirs caused by sand production, and sand control
methods through numerical simulation and experimental research. Tianbo Yu observed
the movement and blockage of fine sand by developing a sand production simulator with
a visualization function and concluded that fluid flow rate and initial hydrate saturation
are important factors affecting sand production under different working conditions [130].
C. Yan et al. believe that although the existing test mining has taken effective sand control
measures, its effectiveness needs to be further verified because the mining scale and time
are far from reaching the commercial scale. Effective sand control measures should ensure
both wellbore stability and product stability. It is necessary to establish a large-scale sand-
producing reservoir instability early warning mechanism for hydrate reservoirs and to
improve the sand treatment capacity of the platform [131]. Huixing Zhu et al. combined the
characteristic data of natural gas production and storage published in two test productions
in Japan, considering sand production and sand control devices and using a numerical
simulation method to evaluate the gas production and water production of production
wells. The production strategies used also fail to meet commercial extraction standards
and require the introduction of new technologies [132]. Shanshan Zhou et al. tested the
median particle size ratio to be 6.5 and conducted a sand migration test. The appearance
of sand bridge structure in the pore space of the sample is an important phenomenon in
the process of hydrate decomposition, which is beneficial to gas production and sand con-
trol [133]. Yongmao Hao et al. constructed a numerical model through the sand–gas–water
multiphase flow process in the reservoir and concluded that due to the high concentration
of migrating sand, the settlement of sand is mainly concentrated near the wellbore. The
reduction in reservoir porosity and permeability caused by sand settlement has a significant
impact on production. The effect of sand production on reservoir fluid mobility shows that
fluid flow near the wellbore is inhibited, while fluid flow performance is improved farther
away from the wellbore [134]. Jiping Ding et al., by introducing the plastic-softening-stage,
established a thermal-fluid–solid coupling mathematical model of sand production based
on the destruction of reservoir skeleton and hydrate transformation, which truly simulated
the sand production process under wellhead pressure reduction and analyzed the sand
production mechanism and change rule from the perspective of rock mechanics. Sand
production first appears at the position where the principal horizontal stress is the smallest.
The whole sand production process can be divided into three stages: initial sand production,
large-scale sand production, and stable sand production, which continuously erodes the
wellhead [135]. Yurong Jin et al. used the clay-silt sediment utilization test method in the
Shenhu area of the northern South China Sea to simulate the seepage, stress–strain field,
and sand production characteristics of the sediment around the wellbore after hydrate
decomposition to observe the sandstone failure mode as a follow-up theoretical formula
providing the basis for model building [136]. Jingsheng Lu et al. developed a set of sand
production and sand control test systems that can be used to analyze the sand production
and sand control in the hydrate mining process, which has guiding significance for the
actual hydrate reservoir sand production and sand control [121]. Jinze Song et al. studied
the effects of hydrate saturation, effective confining pressure, sand content, hydrate dis-
tribution, and multi-physics on sand production during hydrate mining and numerically
simulated the current sand production problems. Discuss experimental research methods
and point out that machine learning and optimization methods can be used for theoretical
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research on sand production and sand control [137]. Xiangyu Fang et al. researched clay
silty hydrate reservoirs through experimental methods and found that with the increase in
clay content, the sand production of natural gas hydrate first increases and then decreases.
When the clay content is 20%, the sand production reaches the maximum value, and the
sand production is the largest before the hydrate decomposition, and the sand production
decreases significantly after the decomposition [138]. Yiqun Zhang et al. conducted ex-
periments with sand screens of different mesh numbers and found that vertical wells with
gravel packing combined with sand control screens, radial wells combined with gravel
packing and sand control screens had less sand production, and radial well gas production
rate and recovery rate of composite sand control method are better [139]. Chuanliang
Yan et al. established a thermal-fluid–solid coupling chemical model for hydrate produc-
tion by carbon dioxide replacement and concluded that although the existence of carbon
dioxide hydrate inhibits the decomposition of methane hydrate, it improves the formation
strength and reduces the risk of sand production. The larger the scope of carbon dioxide
hydrate formation, the lower the risk of sand production [140]. Ya-Ting Xu et al. used a new
experimental device to study the sand production behavior of quartz sands with different
particle sizes in methane hydrate reservoirs and studied the relationship between particle
size and reservoir damage through decompression dissociation hydrate experiments [141].
Pengwei Zhang et al. established a model that considers the detachment, migration, and
settlement of fine particles in pore space to characterize fine particle migration and plugging
of multiphase flow in gas hydrate reservoirs, and applied the model to in situ gas hydration
in the South China Sea Trough testing, calibration and long-term yield forecasting [142].
Haiyan Zhu et al. performed triaxial compression tests by synthesizing methane hydrate
sand to capture the mechanical response, developed a discrete element method (DEM)
model to examine the mechanical response and verified the model reliability through
Duncan–Chang model embedding [143]. Xiao-Yan Li et al. conducted decompression and
dissociation experiments on sand control screens with different mesh numbers in a new
hydrate simulator and at the same time, analyzed the gas–liquid sand production behavior
and found that the increase and decrease in the screen mesh number sand production and
medium density. However, it also increases the resistance, which leads to a decrease in gas
production. For economical sand control screen selection, it should not be too large or too
small (Figure 6) [144]. Jiping Ding et al. conducted tests on four different types of sand
control elements in the South China Sea gas hydrate storage and discussed sand control
and plugging mechanism from a microscopic perspective in combination with factors such
as pressure, temperature, permeability, sand production, and reservoir skeleton structure
(see Figure 6) [145].
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Bin Gong et al. considered the effect of mining scale on the stability of the sub-
marine slope and sand production near the wellbore by numerical simulation method.
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Additionally, the deformation response of the ocean slope is analyzed by the lower thermal-
fluid–mechanical coupling model, and it is concluded that the sand production always
starts from the upper and lower sections of the methane hydrate sediments around the well-
bore [146]. Xiangyu Fang et al. experimentally analyzed the effects of hydrate saturation
and overburden stress on the sand production behavior of sand-bearing, hydrate-bearing
sediments before, during, and after hydrate dissociation by depressurization. It is con-
cluded that the amount of sand produced before the decomposition of hydrate is small, the
amount of sand produced during decomposition increases significantly, and the amount of
sand produced increases with the increase in hydrate saturation. When the overburden
force increases, the sand production first increases and then decreases. After the stress
reaches the critical value, the friction between particles may become the main controlling
factor [147]. To sum up, many scholars in the world have conducted a lot of research on the
problem of sand production in the process of hydrate mining through the combination of
theory and experiment. The establishment of an innovative experimental device provides a
favorable tool for the sand production mechanism and prevention of sand production in
the hydrate mining process (see Figure 7).
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In addition to the problem of sand production, after the decomposition of natural gas
hydrates, the mechanical properties of the sediments change signhaodificantly, and the
elastic modulus decreases, which causes the stress state of the formation to change after the
hydrate extraction, leads to large deformation of the formation after long-term extraction,
affects the stability of the production well, causes stratum subsidence, and even causes a
wide range of submarine landslides and stratum subsidence, which damages the wellhead
and the submarine manifold and leads to the failure of the test production project. Therefore,
wellhead stability is crucial in the process of natural gas hydrate exploitation. Establishing
a model for formation subsidence and wellhead stability guides the safe development of
natural gas hydrate. Currently, most natural gas hydrate development technologies follow
traditional oil and gas development technologies, and conventional deep-water oil and
gas development has involved much work on wellhead stability. During the installation
process of conventional deep-water wellheads, there are wellhead subsidence accidents
due to low stratum strength and poor diagenesis, resulting in insufficient stratum bearing
capacity. After the riser installation is completed, the complex load transmitted to the
wellhead due to the comprehensive action of floating drilling platform drift, selection of
soil–pile contact model, tension setting on the riser top, and environmental load causes
the wellhead to undergo large bending deformation and tilting. Due to the complexity of
the formation parameters in the deep sea and shallow layers, the complexity of parameter
design in the process of jetting and running the surface conduit leads to the failure of the
conduit to be run in place and unable to provide sufficient bearing capacity, burying hidden
dangers for the long-term stability of the wellhead.
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Yanbin Wang et al. established two different soil–pile contact interface models to
calculate the lateral displacement and vertical bearing capacity. In order to ensure the
stability of the wellhead, it is recommended to use different soil–pile contact models to
calculate the conductor bearing capacity and use the minimum value as the conductor
design basis. The vertical bearing capacity of the conductor string is mainly composed
of friction resistance force on side wall and supporting force on end of conductor. If
ignoring the mutual influence between them, the limit vertical bearing capacity Qumax of
the conductor string can be represented as such, where Ui is soil thickness of i layer, m; li is
the circumference of the conductor, m; qsui is the soil ultimate frictional resistance stress on
per unit area of the side wall, kPa; Ap is the conductor end area, m2; and qpu is ultimate
resistance stress on per unit area of end, kPa in Figure 8 [148].

Qumax = Qfamx + Qpamx =
I

∑
i=0

Ui × li × qsui + Ap × qpu (18)
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Jiayi Li et al. proposed a local stress–strain method based on a semi-decoupled model
to predict wellhead fatigue life more accurately. In the semi-decoupled model, the subsea
wellhead was modeled by the combination of a beam with round section and a non-linear
spring as shown in Figure 9. H is the height of the beam, EI is the flexural stiffness of the
beam, K is the stiffness of the non-linear spring, and Hst is the height of the spring from
the top of the beam [149].
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Wei Yan et al. established an analysis model for the stability of underwater wellhead
in deep-water drilling by using the method of numerical simulation of pile element and
nonlinear spring element in ANSYS [150]. Iwona Adamiec-Wójcik and Stanisław Wojciech
studied the space model of the riser dynamics developed by the proposed method and its
application through experimental and numerical simulation results. It is concluded that the
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movement of the upper end of the riser compensates for the horizontal movement of the
base and stabilizes the force in the connection of the riser to the wellhead [151]. Wenlong
Li et al. evaluated the stability of the wellhead using composite casing by establishing a
mechanical model. The composite casing structure has better stability than the previous
conventional jet conductors, and the composite casing composed of larger conductors has
better stability and lower horizontal displacement and vertical load. Once the horizontal
displacement profile is obtained, the bending moment, deflection angle, and shearing force
profiles can be calculated as follows (see Figure 10) [152]:

θi = −
yi+1−yi−1

2h

Mi = −
(EI)i(yi+1−2yi+yi−1)

h2

Qi = −
(EI)i+1yi+2−[2(EI)i+1−Nih2]yi+1+(EI)i−1yi−2

2h3

[(EI)i+1−(EI)i−1]yi+[2(EI)i−1−Nih2]yi−1
2h3

. (19)
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Yuqiang Xu et al. carried out stress and strain analysis on the subsea wellhead
system, and at the same time, based on dimensionless processing and sensitivity analysis,
the factors that have a greater impact on the wellhead stability were obtained [153]. Su
Kanhua et al. analyzed the overall force of the subsea wellhead system for deep-water
drilling, established the wellhead mechanical stability analysis method, and determined
the influencing factors affecting the stability of the subsea wellhead [154]. De and Yan
Wei use the pipe element and nonlinear spring element in ANSYS to simulate the force
and deformation process of the pipe–soil connection, analyze the lateral displacement
of the subsea wellhead, the rotation angle of the wellhead and the bending moment of
the pipe body, and complete the stability analysis of the subsea wellhead [155]. Based on
the Ansys finite element analysis software, Zhang Jianping established and applied the
strength check of the deep-water drilling surface conduit and the underwater wellhead
stability analysis model. The equivalent stress of the first surface conduit of the underwater
wellhead is checked, respectively, when the wellhead is not tilted and tilted at different
angles, and the maximum displacement of the platform under the basis of safe operation
is obtained [156]. Zhou Rongxin et al. established the mechanical analysis model of the
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subsea wellhead system and the deflection differential equation of the subsea wellhead
to analyze the influence of different top tensions on the stability of the subsea wellhead
and concluded that the axial load top tension is the only controllable factor affecting the
wellhead stability. The calculation method based on the minimum top tension is used
in the calculation of deep-water drilling, and setting the tension ratio of 1.0 to 1.5 times
is beneficial to improve the stability of the subsea wellhead system. In the differential
equation of wellhead deflection, EI is the bending stiffness of the wellhead, N m2; y is the
deflection at a certain position x along its length, m; N is the axial load, N; p is the soil
reaction per unit length force, N [157].

EI d4y
dx4 + N d2y

dx2 − p = 0 (20)

Jin Yang et al. analyzed the factors affecting wellhead stability, such as conduit
parameters, soil properties, engineering parameters, and environmental loads, to provide a
reference for wellhead stability research [158]. Xiaodong Wu et al. analyzed the force of
the subsea wellhead before and after the installation of the deep-water drilling riser and
BOP, and concluded that the vertical load, drilling fluid density and bending moment are
not significantly affected by the top tension, but the lateral load, top tension and the mud
discharge height of the pipe have great influence. Yi Wu et al. used the SACS analysis
software to analyze the strength and stability of a single riser based on the displacement
conditions obtained from the overall analysis of the light-duty fixed simple platform used
in the offshore oilfield [159]. Qingchao Li et al. evaluated the effects of hydrate dissociation
and wellhead stability through numerical simulation, and concluded that the continuous
dissociation of hydrates in homogeneous and isotropic formations would cause a nonlinear
increase in the vertical displacement of the wellhead. The displacement of the wellhead
will increase with the subsidence of the overlying strata, and the shallower and thicker
hydrate reservoir will aggravate the impact of hydrate decomposition on the wellhead
stability (see Figure 11) [160].
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Lele Yang et al. analyzed the soil deformation and stability around the wellhead in the
process of gas hydrate extraction. When the dip angle of the seabed soil layer is constant,
the decomposition area and deformation amount of the soil body increases continuously.
When the hydrate decomposition is within the critical value, the deformation of the soil
around the wellhead is limited; after the critical value is exceeded, the surrounding soil will
undergo shear damage, and the degree of hydrate decomposition plays the most critical
role in the wellhead stability [161]. Li Lilin et al. analyzed the wellhead instability factors in
the process of natural gas hydrate production by establishing an analysis model of seabed
strata subsidence and wellhead stability in the process of trial production of hydrate in
non-diagenetic strata. The finite element strength reduction method was used to simulate
and study the effect of hydrate decomposition on formation subsidence and wellhead
stability. It is concluded that the negative friction resistance around the pipe string after
hydrate decomposition is mainly distributed in the upward 1/3 area from the bottom of the
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surface conduit, and the larger the hydrate decomposition radius and the higher the hydrate
saturation, the greater the negative friction resistance. At the same time, the reliability of
the numerical simulation is verified by the self-developed gas hydrate mining wellhead
simulation device [162]. Due to the special geological structure of hydrate reservoirs and
the instability of deep-water and shallow formations, the application of special wellhead
systems can effectively solve the wellhead stability and maintain efficient development of
hydrate reservoirs. Kanhua Su et al. designed a conduit carrying capacity enhancement
device through which conductors are connected during drilling and then sprayed to a
specified depth. The large diameter of the device increases the contact area of the string
with the soft soil, thus increasing the conductor axial load carrying capacity. In addition, the
unit shares the moment of the riser, thereby increasing the lateral load-carrying capacity of
the conductors (see Figure 12) [163,164]. Kan Changbin et al. designed a new duct assembly
structure to improve the vertical and lateral bearing capacity of the duct and anchor the
barrel-shaped foundation to the seabed mudline to increase the frictional contact area to
maintain the vertical bearing capacity. It has a righting effect when it is subjected to bending
moments and has a load sharing effect when it is subjected to complex loads. l1 is the depth
of penetration of the bucket foundation, m; lj is the thickness of the soil layer j, m; Ujn and
Ujw are the perimeters of the inner wall and outer wall of the bucket foundation in soil layer
j, respectively, m; qsun,j and qsuw,j are the ultimate pipe side resistances per unit area on the
inner wall and outer wall of the bucket foundation in soil layer j, respectively, kN/m2; At
and Ab are, respectively, the top and the bottom ring areas of the bucket foundation, m2;
and qput and qpub are, respectively, the top and the bottom ultimate resistance per unit area,
kN/m2 (see Figure 13) [165].

Qumax,1 = Nbo + Nbi + N
′
bv + Nbv =

l1

∑
j=0

lj
(
Ujnqsun,j + Ujwqsuw,j

)
+ Atqput + Abqpub (21)

The water blowout preventer technology places the blowout preventer above the
water surface and below the deck position, and the subsea wellhead is connected back to
the drilling platform through a riser. Compared with the underwater blowout preventer,
the water blowout preventer uses a smaller riser, and the cost of its own maintenance and
supporting facilities is lower, which reduces the performance requirements of the drilling
platform. When the water blowout preventer system is used for development, the running
depth of the conduit is small, so the lateral load–displacement and bending moment
are relatively small, and the overall wellhead stability is higher. It is suitable for complex
environments, and the use cost is lower. It has been well used in Mexico and Brazil [166,167].
Suction pile foundations are often used as pile foundations for mooring systems, subsea
production systems, and self-installing platforms during the development of offshore oil
and gas fields [168]. The catheter is greatly shortened and integrated into the suction anchor
to form a catheter suction anchor system, and the system is used to realize the penetration
installation technology of the suction anchor to realize the construction of the surface layer.
In order to solve the impact of the use of heavy-duty blowout preventers in deep polar
water on the wellhead stability and to deal with emergencies such as drilling drift, the
suction anchor surface well construction technology was first applied in the Norwegian Sea
and the large cross-sectional area of the suction anchor conduit and the absorbed soil quality
improved the overall wellhead bearing capacity and bending resistance (see Figure 14) [169].
The suction anchor surface well construction technology greatly shortens the well structure
while providing sufficient bearing capacity and high installation efficiency, which can
provide a stable operating environment for the drilling stage. It has good applicability
for the test production of marine hydrate, and also has great application potential in the
drilling and production of deep-water shallow resources in the future, which can effectively
solve the problems of wellhead subsidence and instability. A prediction model of catheter
suction anchor penetration resistance was derived. Qa is the penetration resistance of the
catheter suction anchor, kN; Qsc is the side wall resistance of the catheter suction anchor,
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kN; Qtc is the resistance at the end of the suction anchor of the catheter, kN; do is the outer
diameter of the outer cylinder of the catheter suction anchor, m; di is the inner diameter of
the outer cylinder of the catheter suction anchor, m; d is the outer diameter of the inner
cylinder of the catheter suction anchor, m; and l is the penetration depth of the inner tube
of the catheter suction anchor, m [170].

Qa = Qsc + Qtc

Qsc = zπdoαoSuv + π(zdi + Ld)αiSuv

Qtc =
1
4 π
(
d2

o − d2
i
)
(NcSui + γz) + εUl( f + fσ) cos α

(22)
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Hydrate reservoirs in the Shenhu area of the South China Sea occur in fine-grained
sediments such as argillaceous silt in shallow strata between tens of meters and 300 m below
the seafloor mud surface. The subsea soft clay and argillaceous silt, whose overburden is
mostly non-diagenetic, are considered to be the hydrate reservoirs with the largest reserves
and the most difficult development. In 2017, China completed the first test production in
the Shenhu area of the South China Sea, which confirmed the feasibility of development.
The first test production time was relatively short, and the decomposition range of the gas
hydrate reservoir was relatively small, so there was no problem with the subsidence of
the submarine strata [171–175]. In 2020, China completed the second trial mining, and the
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scale of the second trial mining was 5.57 times larger than the first. In order to deal with the
problem of subsidence of the seabed strata, self-developed suction anchors are innovatively
used. The surface well construction technology applied to the suction anchor ensures the
stability of the wellhead in shallow soft formations. At the same time, the vertical and
horizontal bearing capacity of the wellhead is provided for the deflection of the horizontal
well. It provides a more extensive selection space for increasing the height of the kick-off
point and reducing the kick-off requirements [6].
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permission from ref. [169]. Copyright 2011, SPE].

To sum up, there are many wellbore integrity analysis studies for onshore oil and gas
production. Deep-sea gas hydrate mining has poor reservoir cementation and shallow
burial depth, which is quite different from the failure mode of wellbore integrity in onshore
oil and gas production. Conventional oil and gas extraction reservoirs are deep, and
generally, there is no problem with reservoir subsidence and collapse. However, deep-
water hydrate reservoirs are located in shallow layers, and the skeleton of the reservoir
is unconsolidated or weakly consolidated, which is likely to cause large subsidence and
then collapse during the mining process, posing challenges to the safety of mining. At the
same time, the problem of sand production and blockage in the hydrate mining process
is the bottleneck problem that restricts large-scale commercial mining. Compared with
conventional oil and gas sand production, the particle size of hydrate reservoirs is smaller,
and the sand production process is accompanied by complex multi-process coupling of
phase transition-heat transfer–seepage-deformation. Therefore, the problem of hydrate
sand production is more complicated, and its sand production mechanism, shape, law,
and main controlling factors have not been clarified, and further systematic and in-depth
analysis is required.

5. Wellbore Integrity Evaluation System by the Interface Parameters for
Hydrate Production

According to the structure type of deep-sea hydrate mining wells, the multi-process
action characteristics such as variable temperature and pressure, material transport such
as quicksand, and hydrate phase transition on the deep-sea soil–mining well interface
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are mainly considered. The fabric evolution, such as the interfacial phase transition and
the formation of macropores, is proved, and the correlation mechanism between the
fabric evolution and the interface weakening characteristics is revealed. On this basis, a
production well integrity analysis method considering the interface weakening is proposed.

The specific contents include:

(1) Research and development of test equipment and testing technology for deep-water
hydrate extraction wells

(i) Temperature–pressure precise dual-control interface shear test system: the
modification of the direct shearing instrument for soil containing hydrate can
carry out the monotonic and cyclic shear tests of the interface. On this basis, the
interface temperature and pore pressure real-time control and measurement
modules are further developed to realize the interface shear test under the
condition of precise dual control of temperature and pressure. Develop a
structure acquisition and measurement module for hydrates in the interface,
and develop a real-time high-precision measurement system for the interface
strain field combined with digital image correlation technology (DIC).

(ii) Wellbore response physics test platform in the process of hydrate production:
Based on the existing large-scale 3D physical model test equipment for hydrate
production, develop a real-time measurement module for the temperature and
deformation of the wellbore and its interface with soil, and integrate the research
and development of depressurization water inflow units, sand production
collect monitoring units and permeability measurement units to form a test
module for hydrate mining and sand production.

(2) Revealing the coupling mechanism of interface weakening properties and fabric
evolution under the condition of hydrate decomposition.

Absorb the research results of the deep-sea hydrate-bearing soil in Topic 1, and de-
compose the multi-process coupling characteristics experienced by the hydrate-bearing
soil and the interface of the mining well. Consider the conditions of variable tempera-
ture and pressure, phase transformation, and sand production, respectively. Study the
coupling mechanism of interface weakening characteristics and fabric evolution, and then
comprehensively analyze the complete mechanism, including:

(i) The influence of temperature and pore pressure changes on interface mechanical
properties: changing normal boundary conditions, shear stress levels, and soil
physical and mechanical parameters, etc. The interface direct shear test was
carried out under the condition of no phase transformation, and the structural
changes such as the stress–displacement response and porosity of the interface
are observed. Based on the idea of combining macro and micro, the correlation
mechanism between the weakening characteristics of the interface and the
fabric evolution is analyzed, and the influence of temperature and pore pressure
changes on the mechanical properties of the interface is revealed.

(ii) Coupling mechanism of interface weakening properties and fabric evolution
under phase transition conditions: change normal boundary conditions, shear
stress levels, and soil physical and mechanical parameters, simulate hydrate
phase transition, conduct interface direct shear tests, and interface the stress-
displacement response, porosity change, and phase transition of the interface
are observed, and the response of the missing solid skeleton and the output
(gas, liquid) fluid involved in the decomposition process of the phase transition
is measured. Based on the idea of combining macro and microscopic features,
the correlation mechanism between interface weakening properties and fabric
evolution, especially phase transition is analyzed, and the coupling mechanism
between interface weakening properties and fabric evolution under phase
transition conditions is revealed.
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(iii) The influence of sand production on the interface weakening characteristics:
simulate different sand production forms (pore liquefaction type, earthworm-
like cave type, etc.). By changing the normal boundary conditions, shear stress
levels and other factors, the direct shear test of the interface between the hydrate-
containing soil and the structure was carried out, and the stress–displacement
response and porosity of the interface after the sand mining were observed.
Based on the idea of combining macro and micro, the correlation mechanism
between interface weakening characteristics and fabric evolution is analyzed,
and the influence law of sand production on interface weakening characteristics
is revealed.

(iv) Coupling mathematical model of interface weakening characteristics and fabric
evolution: comprehensively analyze the coupling characteristics of interface
weakening characteristics and fabric evolution under the conditions of variable
temperature and pressure, phase transition, and sand production, and obtain
the interface weakening under multi-factor coupling mechanism, study the
mathematical description of the mechanism, and establish a coupled-variable
mathematical model of interface weakening characteristics and fabric evolution.

(3) Explore the failure mode of production wells considering interface weakening.

In view of the multi-process coupling characteristics of variable temperature and
pressure, material transport such as quicksand and hydrate phase transition involved in
hydrate mining, several typical hydrate mining methods are considered. Based on the
coupling mechanism of interface weakening characteristics and fabric evolution, future
research should focus on the complex interaction of wellbore–soil structure and failure
modes of production wells, including:

(i) Interaction analysis of deep-sea soil and hydrate production wells: establishing
multiphase flow control equations in the wellbore and calculating the evolution
law of the temperature field and pressure field in the well during the production
process; through multi-process coupled numerical simulation, the deep-sea soil
phase transition, heat transfer, seepage, and deformation processes under the
disturbance of the temperature field and pressure field in the well are studied,
and the stress evolution around the well is obtained.

(ii) Exploration of the failure mode of wellbore integrity: based on the results of
the above interaction analysis, combined with the response test simulation of
the hydrate mining wellbore, the weakening process of the interface between
the deep-sea soil and the mining well is studied; the failure modes of wellbore
integrity, such as reservoir subsidence and collapse, sand production blockage,
etc., are revealed under different mining techniques and working conditions.

(4) A wellbore integrity analysis method for hydrate production considering the interface
weakening effect is proposed.

Compared with conventional oil and gas production, the particularity of the failure
mode of wellbore integrity in hydrate production is mainly reflected in two aspects: sand
production and collapse. By describing the interface weakening effect, the interaction
between the hydrated soil and the wellbore can be reflected. Based on the understanding
of the failure mode of the wellbore, an evaluation method for the integrity of the wellbore
is proposed, which mainly includes the following two methods:

(i) Hydration prediction method of sand production in hydrate mining: summa-
rize and analyze the sand production mechanism, sand production form, and
plugging law under different hydrate production techniques and working con-
ditions, as well as the main controlling factors of sand production in deep-sea
hydrate production; sand production prediction model based on onshore oil
and gas production, establish a deep-water hydrate mining sand production
model with interface weakening effect under multi-process coupling conditions,
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predict whether sand production, sand production amount and sand produc-
tion form during the mining process and verify the effectiveness of the method
by comparing with the model test.

(ii) Reservoir settlement prediction model and collapse evaluation method for hy-
drate extraction: summarize the main controlling factors and influence laws
of reservoir settlement during hydrate extraction, and establish a deep-water
hydrate extraction reservoir settlement prediction model. The interaction char-
acteristics between the production well and the soil are analyzed, the mathemat-
ical description method of the relationship between the interface weakening and
the failure mode is studied, and the evaluation criteria for reservoir collapse con-
sidering the interface weakening characteristics are proposed. Compared with
the numerical simulation and model test results, the validity of the settlement
prediction model and the collapse evaluation method is verified.

6. Conclusions

The biggest difference between hydrate extraction and conventional oil and gas ex-
traction is that hydrates undergo a phase transition in the extraction process. During this
phase transition process, the hydrate itself, which is a part of the reservoir skeleton, will
decompose, resulting in the absence of the deep-sea soil solid skeleton and a decrease in
soil strength. The decrease in soil strength, coupled with the fine particles and poor cemen-
tation of the hydrated soil itself, will cause serious sand production problems, resulting
in a further lack of deep-sea soil solid skeleton and a serious weakening of the deep-sea
soil–hydrate mining well interface. Natural gas hydrate reservoirs are prone to decomposi-
tion at shallow depths and are susceptible to natural and anthropogenic influences on the
temperature and pressure of the subsea water during extraction. The cyclic response needs
to be taken into consideration because the structures are subjected to wave loads during
the extraction process, which can easily change the hydrate layer from a relatively stable
state to an unstable state and lead to submarine soil liquefaction or submarine landslide.
The unstable nature of hydrate reservoirs and the influence of cyclic response needs to
be taken into consideration. In order to avoid wellhead destabilization due to geological
changes in the soil during hydrate extraction. Meanwhile, hydrate decomposition is an
endothermic process accompanied by the formation of gas and liquid fluids. Therefore,
the phase transition process also involves changes in the interface temperature and pore
pressure, which have an impact on the interface strength. For example, the generated gas
and liquid fluids will increase the pore pressure, reduce the effective stress of the soil, and
then cause damage to the interface. Phase transformation, sand production, temperature,
and pore pressure changes are not involved in the traditional interface mechanical proper-
ties research. Therefore, the correlation mechanism between the weakening characteristics
of the interface between deep-sea soil water and hydrate production wells and the phase
transition is the primary key scientific problem to be solved in hydrate production.

Traditional wellbore integrity analysis generally does not consider interface mechanical
properties and weakening effects, resulting in inaccurate calculation of wellbore stress and
thus affecting the reliability of wellbore integrity assessment. In hydrate production, the
interface weakening caused by changes in a phase transition, sand production, temperature,
and pore pressure is closely related to the failure of wellbore integrity. At the same time,
the hydrate reservoir is shallow in burial depth and poor in cementation, and the multi-
process coupling of phase transition-heat transfer–deformation-seepage is involved in the
production engineering, so the failure mode of wellbore integrity is very different from that
of conventional oil and gas production: the problem of hydrate production produces sand
blockage is very prominent, which increases the risk of settlement and collapse. Therefore,
physical simulation tests and multi-process coupled numerical simulation methods are used
to reveal the interaction characteristics of deep-sea soil and gas hydrate production wells
and the failure mode of hydrate production wellbore integrity. Through the characterization
of the interface weakening effect, the interaction between the hydrate-containing soil and
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the production wellbore is reflected, and the influence of the interface weakening on the
failure mode of the production well is explored. Furthermore, a wellbore integrity analysis
method for hydrate production considering the interface weakening effect is proposed,
which is the core key technical problem to be solved in hydrate production.

Deep-sea natural gas hydrate mining wells, through the research and development
of deep-sea hydrate mining well test equipment and testing technology, focus on the
phenomenon, law and mechanism of the interface weakening between deep-sea soil and
hydrate mining wells. It focuses on achieving breakthroughs in three aspects: the weaken-
ing of the interface between deep-sea soil and hydrate mining wells, the failure of mining
wells, and the analysis methods of wellbore integrity:

(1) Revealing the phase transition characteristics and weakening coupling laws of the
interface between deep-sea soil and hydrate extraction wells and establishing a mathe-
matical model of interface weakening characteristics considering the phase transition
conditions;

(2) Revealing the multi-process interaction between deep-sea soil and hydrate mining
wells, and exploring the failure mode of hydrate mining wells under mining distur-
bances;

(3) Establishing and proposing a wellbore integrity analysis method considering the
interface weakening effect and form natural gas hydrate sand production prediction
method and reservoir subsidence prediction model and collapse evaluation method.

Finally, it is hoped that the wellbore integrity analysis will be improved from “simple
working conditions and simplified models” to “full life cycle complex working conditions,
deep-sea soil and mining well collaborative working system model.”
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